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One of several beautiful lagoons and salt marsh areas along coastal Highway Jagged cliffs jut into the sea.
Some modern white windmill farms on the mountains along Highway This is the largest windmill park in
Canada. The municipality of Cap-Chat boasts the most powerful and tallest vertical axis windmill in the
world. When I used my camera with 35X optical zoom to zoom in, I saw many fishing birds, cormorants, on
that small rocky island. This means that there are lots of fish in the water in this area. Although Highway
makes a complete loop around Gaspe Peninsula including northern section along northern coast, southern
section along southern coast and an inland section to close the loop. Then we took Highway 17 southwest to
St. Leonard, then we took Highway 2 northwest which becomes Highway in the Province of Quebec. We took
the ferry to cross the St. Notice that there is a suspension bridge over the crest of falls providing access to both
sides of the park as well as spectacular views, The walkway is about yards across and about 4 feet wide.
Unfortunately, it was raining when we arrived here in the late afternoon of July 11, The rain limited our
activities here and the quality of the pictures taken. I was wearing a raincoat standing on the top of the step
wet staircase in taking these pictures. Zoom in for a closer view of the suspension bridge over the crest of falls
and some visitors on the bridge. Some visitors in raincoats on the bridge. The comment from one of the
visitors was that " Kinda nerve-wracking. It offers stunning view of the magnificent waterfalls and the St
Lawrence River. Zoom in on the lower portion of the waterfalls. I also took a movie clip of the dynamic of the
thundering waterfalls and uploaded the movie clip to the YouTube website at: The view of the Quebec City
and St. Lawrence River from the top of the step staircase during the raining late afternoon. The view would
have been fantastic on a clear sunny day. On that raining afternoon with intermittent heavy rain, I had to hide
my camera under my raincoat when it was raining hard. If it were a clear sunny day, I would have taken a
series of pictures to produce a spectacular panoramic picture from the top of the step staircase. The pictures of
all these beautiful scenery along the way on this web page show that the long drive on the scenic coastal
highway alone is worth the trip in addition to those magnificent national parks described in Parts 1 to 4. On
the next morning on July 12, , we drove south from Levis toward New Jersey to go home. This completes my
report of our day driving tour of the Province of Quebec. From time to time, I saw some seabirds flying just
above the water or landed on the water. Other passengers on the other side of the big ferry saw a white Beluga
whale. Beach and cliff at Parc national de Miguasha in southern Gaspe Peninsula. The area is of paramount
importance in having the greatest number and best preserved fossil specimens found anywhere in the world of
the lobe-finned fishes that gave rise to the first four-legged, air- breathing terrestrial vertebrates - the
tetrapodes. Notice the tiny size of people on the walk paths on the ground level below the Step Stairway. That
is why people on the suspension bridge and on the top of the Step Stairway all feel kind of nerve wrecking.
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Please read our disclosure. Montmorency Falls is known for its impressive feet high waterfall while Quebec
City is renowned for flat, easy bike paths. Cyclo Services put together a fantastic package that included superb
equipment, a knowledgeable guide, safe riding, and the magnificent Montmorency Falls at the end. This trip is
a perfect introduction to bike touring and the Quebec countryside. We contacted Cyclo Services, who were
very responsive but uncertain if they were going to run the tour this early. They were able to pull it out and,
luckily, we had the most beautiful, sunny weather of our trip on bike day. I am a complete T-Rex with little
arms that usually require a female-specific geometry for the frame. They had a perfectly suitable bike for me.
They tuned the bike correctly for my body, much like the tips for bike touring to learn how to prepare for an
epic bike ride. The equipment was, simply put, the best rental bicycle I had ever ridden. Cyclo Services
provided them with electric bikes, and they had no difficulty in completing the ride, even uphill. We entered
just around the corner from the shop, and there was a dedicated bike trail for most of this route. Usually, the
tour takes the path the entire way to the falls, but we made a small detour more on that later. Luckily for us,
we were only going 12 km 8 miles down the path and back. I would love to return and see where the other half
of this trail goes and all the different bike paths around Quebec for that matter. Just a little way down from the
shop, we visited a lovely park called Domaine Maizeret. This hectare park has a historic chateau, manicured
gardens, and groves of flowering trees. It would have been stunning a few weeks later into the spring. In early
spring, we cruised in to look at the map and imagine what it would look like in a couple of weeks. Just
knowing that there is an upper road route can help you ask questions at the bike shop or take a taxi. Our group
pulled into the park entrance and secured our bikes. We walked through the building learning about the history
and fascinating facts about Montmorency Falls. Did you know that Montmorency Falls are higher than Niagra
Falls? We exited the building and walked around a bend. That is when I first saw Montmorency Falls. Massive
amounts of water were pouring over the lip in one big stream. We entered the first observation deck, and I
could feel the cool mists blowing off the falls. We climb a couple of flights of stairs to reach the suspension
bridge that crossed the river. It felt very solid and afforded rare aerial views of a waterfall. My favorite vista
point was from the far side of the falls. Here, the sunlight passing through the mist created rainbows.
Montmorency Falls is our kind of place for some fun little outdoor adventures. Ghost Stories of Montmorency
Falls You might guess by now that we enjoy a good ghost story. The story goes like this: They dreamed of
their wedding day, but before they could get married, the young man was called into active duty to defend
Quebec from the Brittish. He died during the Battle of Montmorency Falls, and his betrothed, overcome with
grief, searched for him at the falls for over a year. She would call his name, and never get an answer.
Eventually, sadness turned to utter despair, and she went to the falls one last time. Wearing her wedding dress,
she flung herself over the falls into the churning waters below. They never found her body, but people say they
can see a woman in a wedding dress in the mists of the falls on certain days. They had first-rate equipment,
excellent guides, and even their snacks of dried cranberries and local cheese were outstanding. I can honestly
recommend their services and, if the weather is good, biking in Quebec. Located at Rue Saint Paul, they are
right in the heart of the old city. They offer an assortment of guided bike tours for the beginning to moderate
rider featuring: Our first big international trip together was a miles ride through Thailand. We are excited to
share our journey with you Subscribe to receive our latest posts by email Email Address:
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Suleiman during the Siege of Rhodes in Upon succeeding his father, Suleiman began a series of military
conquests, eventually suppressing a revolt led by the Ottoman-appointed governor of Damascus in Its capture
was vital in removing the Hungarians and Croats who, following the defeats of the Albanians , Bosniaks ,
Bulgarians , Byzantines and the Serbs , remained the only formidable force who could block further Ottoman
gains in Europe. Suleiman encircled Belgrade and began a series of heavy bombardments from an island in the
Danube. Belgrade, with a garrison of only men, and receiving no aid from Hungary, fell in August As the
ambassador of the Holy Roman Empire to Constantinople was to note, "The capture of Belgrade was at the
origin of the dramatic events which engulfed Hungary. It led to the death of King Louis , the capture of Buda ,
the occupation of Transylvania , the ruin of a flourishing kingdom and the fear of neighboring nations that
they would suffer the same fate In the summer of , taking advantage of the large navy he inherited from his
father, Suleiman dispatched an armada of some ships towards Rhodes, while personally leading an army of ,
across Asia Minor to a point opposite the island itself. Following the brutal five-month Siege of Rhodes ,
Rhodes capitulated and Suleiman allowed the Knights of Rhodes to depart. In its wake, Hungarian resistance
collapsed, and the Ottoman Empire became the preeminent power in Central Europe. Reacting in , Suleiman
marched through the valley of the Danube and regained control of Buda; in the following autumn, his forces
laid siege to Vienna. In both cases, the Ottoman army was plagued by bad weather, forcing them to leave
behind essential siege equipment, and was hobbled by overstretched supply lines. In the Habsburgs attempted
to lay siege to Buda but were repulsed, and more Habsburg fortresses were captured by the Ottomans in two
consecutive campaigns in and as a result, [31] Ferdinand and Charles were forced to conclude a humiliating
five-year treaty with Suleiman. Ferdinand renounced his claim to the Kingdom of Hungary and was forced to
pay a fixed yearly sum to the Sultan for the Hungarian lands he continued to control. Two events in particular
were to precipitate a recurrence of tensions. First, Shah Tahmasp had the Baghdad governor loyal to Suleiman
killed and replaced with an adherent of the Shah, and second, the governor of Bitlis had defected and sworn
allegiance to the Safavids. Having joined Ibrahim in , Suleiman made a push towards Persia, only to find the
Shah sacrificing territory instead of facing a pitched battle, resorting to harassment of the Ottoman army as it
proceeded along the harsh interior. As in the previous attempt, Tahmasp avoided confrontation with the
Ottoman army and instead chose to retreat, using scorched earth tactics in the process and exposing the
Ottoman army to the harsh winter of the Caucasus. Part of the treaty included and confirmed the return of
Tabriz, but secured Baghdad, lower Mesopotamia , the mouths of the river Euphrates and Tigris , as well as
part of the Persian Gulf. Ottoman ships had been sailing in the Indian Ocean since the year The Mughal
Emperor Akbar himself is known to have exchanged six documents with Suleiman the Magnificent. Aden in
Yemen was captured by the Ottomans in , in order to provide an Ottoman base for raids against Portuguese
possessions on the western coast of India. After the first Ajuran-Portuguese war , the Ottoman Empire would
in absorb the weakened Adal Sultanate into its domain. This expansion fathered Ottoman rule in Somalia and
the Horn of Africa. This also increased its influence in the Indian Ocean to compete with the Portuguese
Empire with its close ally the Ajuran Empire. As a result, an Ottoman expedition to Aceh was launched, which
was able to provide extensive military support to the Acehnese. The Portuguese discovery of the Cape of
Good Hope in initiated a series of Ottoman-Portuguese naval wars in the Indian Ocean throughout the 16th
century. The Ajuran Sultanate allied with the Ottomans defied the Portuguese economic monopoly in the
Indian Ocean by employing a new coinage which followed the Ottoman pattern, thus proclaiming an attitude
of economic independence in regard to the Portuguese. Recognizing the need to reassert naval preeminence in
the Mediterranean , Suleiman appointed an exceptional naval commander in the form of Khair ad Din , known
to Europeans as Barbarossa. Once appointed admiral-in-chief, Barbarossa was charged with rebuilding the
Ottoman fleet, to such an extent that the Ottoman navy equaled in number those of all other Mediterranean
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countries put together. John [24] to victory against the Ottomans at Tunis , which together with the war against
Venice the following year, led Suleiman to accept proposals from Francis I of France to form an alliance
against Charles. The Siege of Malta in As a result, Suleiman dispatched galleys [49] under Barbarossa to
assist the French in the western Mediterranean. Barbarossa attacked and captured Nice in As the historian
Lord Kinross notes, "Not only was he a great military campaigner, a man of the sword, as his father and
great-grandfather had been before him. He differed from them in the extent to which he was also a man of the
pen. He was a great legislator, standing out in the eyes of his people as a high-minded sovereign and a
magnanimous exponent of justice". After eliminating duplications and choosing between contradictory
statements, he issued a single legal code, all the while being careful not to violate the basic laws of Islam. His
Kanune Raya, or "Code of the Rayas", reformed the law governing levies and taxes to be paid by the rayas,
raising their status above serfdom to the extent that Christian serfs would migrate to Turkish territories to
benefit from the reforms. In the area of taxation, taxes were levied on various goods and produce, including
animals, mines, profits of trade, and import-export duties. In addition to taxes, officials who had fallen into
disrepute were likely to have their land and property confiscated by the Sultan. Schools attached to mosques
and funded by religious foundations provided a largely free education to Muslim boys in advance of the
Christian countries of the time. Educational centers were often one of many buildings surrounding the
courtyards of mosques, others included libraries, baths, soup kitchens, residences and hospitals for the benefit
of the public. After an apprenticeship, artists and craftsmen could advance in rank within their field and were
paid commensurate wages in quarterly annual installments. When his young son Mehmed died in , he
composed a moving chronogram to commemorate the year: Peerless among princes, my Sultan Mehmed. The
literary historian Elias John Wilkinson Gibb observed that "at no time, even in Turkey, was greater
encouragement given to poetry than during the reign of this Sultan". The people think of wealth and power as
the greatest fate, But in this world a spell of health is the best state. What men call sovereignty is a worldly
strife and constant war; Worship of God is the highest throne, the happiest of all estates. Suleiman also
became renowned for sponsoring a series of monumental architectural developments within his empire. The
Sultan sought to turn Constantinople into the center of Islamic civilization by a series of projects, including
bridges, mosques, palaces and various charitable and social establishments. Suleiman also restored the Dome
of the Rock in Jerusalem and the Walls of Jerusalem which are the current walls of the Old City of Jerusalem ,
renovated the Kaaba in Mecca , and constructed a complex in Damascus.
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Discover the magnificent Montmorency Falls, our St. Lawrence River, and the Orleans theinnatdunvilla.com safely this
pleasant tour. Get close to the nature: the accessible river, the sublime waterfall as well as the wonderful landscapes of
the Orleans Island.
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Cyclo Services put together a fantastic package that included superb equipment, a knowledgeable guide, safe riding,
and the magnificent Montmorency Falls at the end. This trip is a perfect introduction to bike touring and the Quebec
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